Introduction {#sec0005}
============

We are surrounded by a loud, vivid, moving and changing environment where objects are perceived via different sensory systems. To achieve a unified perception, we have to localize, relate and integrate the different inputs to orient ourselves in the world and to interact with it -- from cooking to driving a car. An important process subserving this goal is called cross-modal integration of visual and auditory signals and this interaction is more important than most people realize.

While the visual modality was long considered to be the dominant modality, it was shown that auditory stimuli can influence and modify visual perception.[@bib0330], [@bib0335], [@bib0340], [@bib0345], [@bib0350], [@bib0355], [@bib0360], [@bib0365], [@bib0370], [@bib0375], [@bib0380], [@bib0385] Beneficial cross-modal interactions were reported, where an additional auditory stimulus facilitated visual perception compared to unimodal visual stimulation.[@bib0340], [@bib0370], [@bib0390], [@bib0395], [@bib0400], [@bib0405], [@bib0410], [@bib0415], [@bib0420], [@bib0425], [@bib0430], [@bib0435], [@bib0440], [@bib0445], [@bib0450], [@bib0455] An advantage of cross-modal integration arises in this connection because our brain associates features of auditory and visual objects with one another, e.g. high tones are associated with small objects or bright surfaces while low tones are more often combined with large objects and dark surfaces.[@bib0460], [@bib0465] In contrast, additional visual information during an auditory task shows only slight performance improvements.[@bib0445], [@bib0470], [@bib0475], [@bib0480] In the context of speech perception, access to articular movement and gestures of the speaker enhances the perception of speech.[@bib0485], [@bib0490] This audiovisual integration in speech perception is of particular importance in older adults[@bib0495] or cochlear-implanted deaf patients.[@bib0500] Patient and animal studies show strong associations of vision and hearing impairments,[@bib0505] compensation and crossmodal plasticity of one modality when the other is impaired.[@bib0510], [@bib0515], [@bib0520] Patients with visual disorders (hemianopia or visuo-spatial neglect) benefit tremendously from audiovisual integration to improve or recover from visual deficits.[@bib0525], [@bib0530], [@bib0535] In addition, slight deficits in vision may be compensated by the auditory domain, leading to an increased reliance on auditory rather than visual cues. Therefore, this topic is highly relevant for optometry and optometric practice both concerning diagnostics and treatment of visual deficits by testing not only visual but also audio--visual abilities (analogous to hearing-impairments).

In relation to cross-modal processing the topic of motion perception has received much attention lately.[@bib0330], [@bib0540], [@bib0545] The connection between visual and auditory motion detection was confirmed to be beneficial if both stimuli move in the same direction.[@bib0355], [@bib0365], [@bib0385], [@bib0450], [@bib0550], [@bib0555], [@bib0560], [@bib0565] If one of the inputs disturbs the perception of the others, detection of the target stimulus direction can be reduced.[@bib0425] These effects have been shown mostly for the horizontal plane using apparent motion stimuli and moving vertical bars, but also for random dot paradigms and moving gratings. Auditory stimuli were auditory tones fading from one ear to the other or changing loudspeaker locations. Some studies also explored cross-modal integration for the vertical plane using abstract auditory stimuli like ascending or descending pitch tones.[@bib0355], [@bib0360], [@bib0570] The auditory input has an advantageous effect on visual motion detection as it gives additional temporal information to the already existing spatial information of the visual system.

Synchrony is an important topic in cross-modal binding and integration.[@bib0575], [@bib0580], [@bib0585] Greatest effects are observed if both stimuli are co-localized and simultaneously presented whereas a delayed presentation reduces the effect.[@bib0360], [@bib0390], [@bib0430], [@bib0590], [@bib0595] But also larger time windows can still lead to cross-modal integration, depending on context and complexity of the stimuli. In this case, the visual modality takes sound velocity into account.[@bib0600], [@bib0605], [@bib0610], [@bib0615] Additionally, congruence is an essential factor in multisensory motion perception. If both stimuli move in the same direction, detection thresholds can be significantly reduced while incongruent stimuli lead to increased detection thresholds.[@bib0360], [@bib0390], [@bib0395], [@bib0400], [@bib0415], [@bib0550], [@bib0570], [@bib0590], [@bib0620], [@bib0625] In some of these studies, clear congruence effects were shown, some studies only demonstrated the clear advantageous effect of multimodal compared to unimodal presentation.

Our study produces a new example of auditory-visual interaction that is relevant for the perception of moving objects and underlines the fact that when dealing with patients' complaints about 'blurred' vision, evaluation of static optometric charts may miss the relevant symptom and that in the perception of moving objects, seeing and hearing interact.

As previous research focused mostly on spatial audiovisual motion detection in the horizontal plane, we wanted to complement current findings about motion detection processes with an experiment using abstract auditory stimuli. To be able to compare results from audiovisual motion detection either with a concrete or an abstract auditory stimulus we conducted two similar tasks in the same participants, one experiment with spatial and one with frequency-based auditory motion. In these we investigated the influence of an auditory stimulus on a visual motion task in order to expand current knowledge about cross-modal motion detection. We had a unimodal visual task as control condition as well. We expected lower threshold values for the audiovisual tasks compared to the unimodal task (1) because it was shown that an additional auditory stimulus facilitates visual motion detection.[@bib0365], [@bib0560] Furthermore we hypothesized lower threshold values for congruent trials compared to incongruent trials (2) (referring to matching and nonmatching auditory and visual stimuli), due to significantly better detection for congruent motion than for incongruent motion.[@bib0355], [@bib0360], [@bib0395], [@bib0415], [@bib0570] In our experimental design a third condition was implemented considering the synchrony of auditory and visual stimuli. The spatiotemporal window for cross-modal integration can be up to 1500 ms,[@bib0600], [@bib0605] depending on the complexity of the time window. For our condition, the auditory stimulus was preceding the visual one but continued during visual stimulation. We thought that the preceding auditory stimulus functions as a cue and leads to priming of the participant. Therefore, we expected that a preceding congruent auditory stimulus leads to lower detection thresholds while a preceding incongruent auditory stimulus would lead to a higher detection threshold (3) than in the simultaneous condition. Results showed that visual motion was influenced by incongruent frequency-based auditory motion and by asynchronous spatial auditory motion leading to a complex and differentiated picture of different forms of audio--visual motion detection.

Material and methods {#sec0010}
====================

Subjects {#sec0015}
--------

Subjects (*n* = 20) were eight male and twelve female healthy volunteers with a mean age of 24.2 (±3.5) years. Exclusion criteria were neurological, psychiatric (self-report) or ophthalmological disorders and auditory defects.

All subjects underwent a series of pre-investigations to check for exclusion criteria of visual and auditory defects. Visual acuity was tested for near- and long-distance reading (acuity of 20/20, corresponding to 1.0, was necessary, correction with contact lenses and glasses was allowed). The Lang Test[@bib0630] and the Ishihara Color Vision test[@bib0635] served as measures for stereo and color vision. An audiometry with 8 frequencies for each ear was applied for assessment of hearing (HTTS software, Berlin, Germany).

Stimuli {#sec0020}
-------

The experiment consisted of visual and auditory stimuli for two different motion directions. Visual stimulation was always concrete. The auditory stimulus was either concrete or abstract. The configurations are described in more detail under 'Experimental Design'.

### Auditory stimuli {#sec0025}

In the abstract auditory configuration (vertical) there was one tone with increasing frequency (400--1200 Hz) and one with decreasing frequency (1200--400 Hz). The frequency was linearly increasing/decreasing. Each tone had a duration of 3000 ms. The frequency range was chosen because this range appeared comfortable and very well perceived. A pilot study revealed that tones with higher frequencies in the optimal hearing range were rated uncomfortable by the subjects. Therefore tones similar to those in other studies[@bib0435], [@bib0450] were used. Loudness was the same for all participants.

In the concrete auditory configuration (horizontal) there was only one tone which was changing loudness from one ear to another to induce the perception of a moving tone. This tone had the frequency of 400 Hz.

### Visual stimuli {#sec0030}

A screenshot of the visual stimuli can be seen in [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}. For both configurations the screen was gray with a red fixation dot in the center. The fixation dot in each test had a size of 6 arcmin. Visual stimuli were restricted to a central area of 10 × 10 cm (11.3 × 11.3°). In this area 100 black dots with a size of 10 arcmin each were moving with a velocity of 400 arcmin/s. A percentage of these 100 dots was always moving in either upward or downward direction (vertical abstract configuration) or else in either leftward or rightward direction (horizontal concrete configuration) while the other dots were moving in random directions. Presentation time of the visual stimuli was 3000 ms and dots were visible until they reached the edge of the central presentation area of 10 × 10 cm. The percentage of dots moving together was computed for every trial depending on the response of the participant in the preceding trial. This design corresponds to a threshold value computation by a staircase method: How many dots must be moving together so that the participant can recognize the direction with a performance of 75% correct? Please find a detailed description of this design under 'Data Analysis'.Figure 1View of the visual stimulus for both configurations. In both configurations the visual stimulus was shown for 3000 ms. The screen is gray and in the center is the red fixation dot. Around the fixation dot there are 100 black dots which are moving in partly random directions.

Experimental design {#sec0035}
-------------------

### Configurations {#sec0040}

Our design comprised two different configurations and three different conditions. The configurations defined the motion of both the visual and the auditory stimuli: in the abstract configuration the visual stimuli were moving up- and downwards and the auditory stimuli had increasing and decreasing frequencies. For the concrete configuration the visual stimuli were moving left- and rightwards and the auditory stimuli were moving from the left to the right headphone or vice versa.

In the following we use the terms 'frequency-based' (abstract auditory stimuli) and 'spatial' (concrete auditory stimuli) to differentiate between the two different configurations.

### Conditions {#sec0045}

For each configuration there were three different conditions: a simultaneous audiovisual, an asynchronous audiovisual and a visual control condition. The audiovisual conditions comprised 80 trials and the visual condition comprised 40 trials. In the simultaneous conditions auditory and visual stimuli were presented simultaneously for 3000 ms. In the asynchronous condition the auditory stimuli preceded the visual one by 1500 ms so that there was 1500 ms overlap of auditory and visual stimulation. In the visual control condition no auditory stimuli were present. We ended up with six different conditions: up-down simultaneous, up-down asynchronous, up-down visual, left-right simultaneous, left-right asynchronous and left-right visual.

### Trials {#sec0050}

For all audiovisual conditions there were two different types of trials: congruent and incongruent ones. In the congruent trials visual and auditory stimuli were moving in the same direction, e.g. dots were moving upwards (or leftwards) and frequency was increasing (or loudness moving left). In the incongruent trials visual and auditory stimuli were moving in different directions, e.g. dots were moving upwards and the frequency was decreasing. This holds true for both configurations. As all audiovisual conditions comprised 80 trials, half of them were congruent and the other half was incongruent. Threshold values were computed for congruent and incongruent trials separately. The visual control condition comprised 40 trials and a threshold value for this condition was computed. We ended up with ten different threshold values, two of them just for visual motion detection and eight for audiovisual motion detection (depicted in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Overview of the Experimental Design for audiovisual motion detection. For the configuration three separated experimental tests were conducted by each participant: Visual only; and simultaneous and asynchronous audiovisual tests (both consisting of congruent and incongruent trials).Table 1ConfigurationConditionTrialFrequency-basedSimultaneousCongruentIncongruentAsynchronousCongruentIncongruentVisual onlySpatialSimultaneousCongruentIncongruentAsynchronousCongruentIncongruentVisual only

Experimental procedure {#sec0055}
----------------------

All following tests were presented on a computer monitor. Spatial resolution of the monitor was 1600 × 1200 pixels (39 × 31 degrees) and the frame rate was 75 Hz. Subjects sat in 50 cm viewing distance in front of the monitor with their head in a chin rest. They wore stereo-headphones (Sennheiser HD 201, frequency spectrum of 21--18 000 Hz, sound pressure level of max. 108 dB) when required.

Subjects had two colored buttons in their hands: the red one in the left and the green one in the right hand. In the frequency-based (vertical) configuration the red button should be pressed when a motion was perceived in downward direction and the green button should be pressed for an upward motion direction. In the spatial (horizontal) configuration the right (green) and left (red) hands corresponded to motions to the right and to the left.

All subjects accomplished all configurations in counterbalanced order (four audiovisual and two visual experimental conditions) with short breaks in between. During audiovisual conditions they wore headphones and were informed about hearing an auditory stimulus. For all conditions the subjects had to direct their attention to the visual stimulus on the screen and to respond to the perceived motion direction via button-press. The instruction to the participant was to press the button as fast as possible.

Data analysis {#sec0060}
-------------

The experimental design used for this study corresponds to a threshold value computation with a staircase method. During stimulus presentation the actual percentage of dots moving in the same direction was computed by Matlab[@bib0655] for every trial. The aim was to measure the threshold of the percentage of dots that must be moving in the same direction so that the subject correctly detects the motion direction with an accuracy of 75% (for each participant for every configuration in the different conditions, like in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). Congruent and incongruent trials for each condition are tested during one experimental trial but yield separate threshold values.

Threshold values for all participants have been compared with SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics 23). First, an analysis took place of each configuration separately. An Anova for repeated measurements was conducted 1) between the audiovisual and the visual control condition (to detect the general effect of an auditory stimulus), 2) between congruent and incongruent trials (to determine the effect of congruence) and 3) between simultaneous and asynchronous conditions (to determine the influence of a synchrony of stimulus onset). Second, both configurations were compared by paired t-tests to check for differences between frequency-based and spatial auditory stimulation on visual motion detection. Normal distribution as prerequisite for t-test calculation was fulfilled.

The same was done for reaction time data obtained for all measurements.

Results {#sec0065}
=======

In this study two experiments (frequency-based and spatial) were conducted with the same participants. Main aim was to expand current knowledge about cross-modal motion detection by investigating the influence of an auditory stimulus on a visual motion task on a more concrete and a more abstract level of processing. We used three different conditions: a unimodal visual condition, a simultaneous audiovisual condition and an asynchronous audiovisual condition. In the following the results for the two different configurations of the motion detection task are presented separately. Normality of the data was verified by the Kolmogorov--Smirnov Test.

Frequency-based configurations {#sec0070}
------------------------------

### Performance data {#sec0075}

Mean values and statistical results for the frequency-based configuration can be seen in [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}. The mean threshold value for the simultaneous conditions in the congruent trials was 30.0 (±9.8)% and for the incongruent trials it was 33.5 (±7.8)%. For the asynchronous conditions the mean threshold was 31.3 (±10.6)% for the congruent trials and 32.6 (±8.3)% for the incongruent trials. The visual condition yielded a mean threshold value of 28.5 (±9.7)%.Figure 2Mean threshold values (±standard error) for all frequency-based configurations. Significant differences (*p* \< 0.05) are expressed by \* and trends of difference (*p* \< 0.1) are expressed by T.

An ANOVA for repeated measurements for the frequency-based conditions yielded no significant difference, *F*(4,76) = 1.406, *p* = 0.24. Post hoc paired t-tests between single conditions yielded significant results: 1) simultaneous congruent versus incongruent conditions (*p* = 0.025) and 2) visual condition versus simultaneous incongruent trials (*p* = 0.016). A trend was observed for visual versus asynchronous incongruent trials (*p* = 0.087). Effect size measures (*η*^2^ = 0.285) showed a small effect.

### Reaction time data {#sec0080}

Mean values and statistical results for the reaction time data of the frequency-based configuration can be seen in [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}. The mean reaction time for the simultaneous conditions in the congruent trials was 2013.8 (±278.8) ms and for the incongruent trials it was 1940.6 (±282.9) ms. For the asynchronous conditions the mean reaction time was 1548.6 (±187.3) ms for the congruent trials and 1625.2 (±198.7) ms for the incongruent trials. In the visual condition the mean reaction time was 1685 (±180.4) ms.Figure 3Mean reaction time data (±standard error) for all frequency-based configurations. Significant differences (*p* \< 0.05) are expressed by \* and trends of difference (*p* \< 0.1) are expressed by T.

An ANOVA for repeated measurements for the reaction times in this configuration yielded no significant difference but a trend, *F*(4,76) = 2.502, *p* = 0.099. Post hoc paired *t*-tests between single conditions yielded significant results between simultaneous and asynchronous congruent trials (*p* = 0.014). Several trends were observed as well: 1) asynchronous congruent versus incongruent conditions (*p* = 0.077), 2) simultaneous versus asynchronous incongruent trials (*p* = 0.058) and 3) visual condition versus simultaneous congruent trials (*p* = 0.093). Effect size measures (*η*^2^ = 0.116) showed a small effect.

Spatial configurations {#sec0085}
----------------------

### Performance data {#sec0090}

Mean thresholds were 34.4 (±8.18)% for the congruent trials and 37.8 (±7.04)% for the incongruent trials in the simultaneous condition ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}). For the asynchronous condition the mean threshold values were 30.0 (±8.34)% for the congruent and 33.0 (±8.12)% for the incongruent trials. In the visual condition the mean threshold value was 37.8 (±9.3)%.Figure 4Mean thresholds (±standard error) for all spatial configurations. Significant differences (*p* \< 0.05) are expressed by \* and trends of difference (*p* \< 0.1) are expressed by T.

An ANOVA for repeated measurements for the frequency-based conditions yielded no significant difference, *F*(4,76) = 2.263, *p* = 0.1. Post hoc paired t-tests between single conditions yielded significant results: 1) visual versus asynchronous congruent trials (*p* = 0.035) and 2) visual versus asynchronous incongruent trials (*p* = 0.036). Additionally, two trends were observed: 1) simultaneous congruent and incongruent conditions (*p* = 0.056) and 2) simultaneous incongruent and asynchronous incongruent conditions (*p* = 0.055). Effect size measures (*η*^2^ = 0.312) showed a medium effect.

### Reaction time data {#sec0095}

Mean reaction times were 1970.2 (±297.9) ms for the congruent trials and 1959.9 (±286.6) ms for the incongruent trials in the simultaneous condition ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}). For the asynchronous condition the mean reaction times were 1660.4 (±207.3) ms for the congruent and 1709.8 (±229.9) ms for the incongruent trials. In the visual condition the mean reaction time was 1691.5 (±220.7) ms.Figure 5Mean reaction time data (±standard error) for all spatial configurations. No significant differences between conditions were obtained.

An ANOVA for repeated measurements for the frequency-based conditions yielded no significant difference, *F*(4,76) = 1.199, *p* = 0.311. Post hoc paired *t*-tests between single conditions yielded no significant results or trends and effect size measures (*η*^2^ = 0.059) showed a small effect.

Comparison of both configurations {#sec0100}
---------------------------------

One-sided paired *t*-tests between both configurations showed significant differences for the congruent trials of the simultaneous condition (*t* = −1.800; *p* = 0.044) and for the visual condition (*t* = −4.005; *p* = 0.000). For these comparisons the frequency-based configuration yielded smaller threshold values than the spatial configuration.

Simultaneous and asynchronous conditions from both configurations were compared by a one-sided paired *t*-test which showed a trend (*t* = 1.572; *p* = 0.06). Asynchronous stimulation was slightly better than simultaneous presentation.

[Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"} contains an overview over the results of unimodal visual presentation compared to audiovisual stimulation.Table 2Comparison of unimodal visual and audiovisual interactions.Table 2SimultaneousAsynchronousFrequency congruentØ[a](#tblfn0005){ref-type="table-fn"}ØFrequency incongruent--(−)Spatial congruentØ+Spatial incongruentØ+[^2]

Reaction time data did not significantly differ across configurations.

Discussion {#sec0105}
==========

The main aim of this study was to investigate the influence of a moving auditory stimulus of different abstract levels on visual motion detection. Twenty participants conducted three different subtasks, containing a unimodal visual condition, a simultaneous audiovisual test and an asynchronous audiovisual task, in two configurations (frequency-based and spatial auditory motion).

Main results in the abstract frequency-based configuration were that incongruent trials mostly impaired the detection process compared to congruent and unimodal visual trials (see [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}). A significant incongruent effect was only observed for the simultaneous condition. Preceding auditory stimuli led to an assimilation of congruent and incongruent thresholds, and both tended to be not as good as pure visual stimulation ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}). In the more direct, spatial auditory motion condition, priming (concurrency effect) improved motion detection compared to unimodal visual presentations ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}). A small congruence effect was again observed for the simultaneous condition, while the asynchronous condition lacked a significant congruent advantage. Effects were not mediated by reaction times, as these did not differ between conditions in the spatial conditions ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}) and only showed significant differences in the frequency-based conditions between congruent synchronous and asynchronous trials. Between both configurations no significant differences were detected with regard to reaction times.

Cross-modality & congruence {#sec0110}
---------------------------

The first two hypotheses expected better detection thresholds for audiovisual than for unimodal visual stimuli and that congruent trials lead to better results than incongruent trials. Hypothesis 1 must be rejected for the frequency-based configuration, as the threshold for the unimodal visual condition was lowest. Additionally, incongruence significantly increased the threshold in the simultaneous condition, leading to acceptance of hypothesis 2. In the spatial configuration both congruent and incongruent trials of the asynchronous condition showed significantly lower detection thresholds than the visual task, thus here hypothesis 1 can be partly accepted. Simultaneous and unimodal visual conditions did not differ significantly. Hypothesis 2 cannot be completely accepted as well, because statistics only detected a trend and not a significant difference between congruent and incongruent trials in the simultaneous condition.

Prime and Harris[@bib0580] did not find facilitation effects in their experiment either. Prediction of a moving visual stimulus was best in the unimodal condition and impaired in incongruent (auditory spatially displaced) conditions which resembles results found in our frequency-based configuration but not in the spatial configuration. Further studies dealing with frequency- or pitch-based[@bib0355], [@bib0570] and spatial motion detection[@bib0395], [@bib0560] used apparent motion stimuli, coherent dot paradigms and gratings. They showed a directional visual motion bias in the direction of the auditory stimulus. Other experiments did not find congruence effects[@bib0390], [@bib0625] and argue for a probability summation at the decision level. Another study[@bib0445] challenged this view as it demonstrated that an additional auditory stimulus can facilitate visual motion detection, even if it is non-informative. The authors argue that multisensory integration can indeed occur on sensory levels. Sadaghiani et al.[@bib0360] performed a combined psychophysical and fMRI study and showed that different brain areas are involved in processing audiovisual motion (horizontal) and speech signals. Audiovisual pitch signals (vertical) were associated with moderate signal increases in both 'motion' and 'speech' areas. The authors argued that audiovisual motion integration emerges at the perceptual level while audiovisual speech integration emerges at the decision level. Maeda et al.[@bib0355] also showed that presentation of words did not directly influence visual motion at the perceptual level but at the decision level. Pitch processing is both associated with spatial dimensions[@bib0460] but also closely connected to language processing and therefore involves early and higher areas of the brain. In our experiment pitch (frequency-based) and motion (spatial) configurations were mixed. Participants may have adopted a decision-strategy for the frequency-based trials (no facilitation, but impaired by incongruence) and applied this strategy to the spatial trials as well (no facilitation effects; similar to Ref. [@bib0625]).

Asynchrony {#sec0115}
----------

Hypothesis 3 dealt with the comparison of simultaneous and asynchronous presentation. The priming effect we expected can, if only, be seen in the spatially incongruent conditions, where the preceding auditory stimulus yields a better detection threshold (statistical trend). In both configurations, frequency-based and spatial, the asynchronous congruent and incongruent thresholds did not significantly differ from each other. Simultaneous and asynchronous congruent trials did also not significantly differ from each other. A comparison of all simultaneous trials with all asynchronous ones from both configurations yielded a trend, with slightly better results for asynchronous than for simultaneous presentation. Analysis of reaction time data showed significantly faster reaction times for congruent asynchronous than simultaneous trials and a trend for the incongruent trials in the frequency-based configuration. Therefore, only reaction time data in this configuration slightly resemble the expected results.

Another explanation for slightly better detection in asynchronous trials may be that preceding presentation of an auditory stimulus might have an attentional effect on the perception of the stimuli.[@bib0640], [@bib0645] Thus, the asynchronous conditions might have induced an increased alertness in participants leading to an improved accuracy or faster reaction times just because attention was directed on the task. However, hypothesis 3 must be rejected, as no clear significant effects are found, although the results tend in the expected direction. In line with other studies,[@bib0360], [@bib0390], [@bib0430], [@bib0590], [@bib0595] we see a reduced -- rather small -- influence of the auditory stimulus on visual motion detection for congruent and incongruent asynchronous stimuli. Although in our experiment the auditory stimulus was preceding and then concurring with the visual stimulus, integration of both seems not to have taken place.

Abstract vs. concrete motion {#sec0120}
----------------------------

In both configurations we find that congruent and incongruent trials differ in the simultaneous condition (statistical significance in the frequency configuration and a trend in the spatial configuration), but they do not differ in the asynchronous condition. Furthermore, the difference between asynchronous compared to synchronous stimulation across both configurations is nearly significant. Unimodal visual stimulation can be affected in both configurations: either positively by asynchrony in the spatial configuration or negatively by incongruence in the frequency-based configuration ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}). This is a very important finding as it shows that concurrency has an effect on spatial audiovisual stimuli and that congruence has an effect on frequency-based audiovisual stimuli.

Our auditory stimuli were comparable to the auditory stimuli used by Jain et al.[@bib0570] These authors showed that the motion direction of the auditory modality biased the perceived direction of the visual motion stimulus along three dimensional axes (vertical, horizontal and depth). They also used vertical displacement of auditory stimuli (spatial) and sounds gliding up and down in pitch (abstract) but they used ambiguous gratings (two oppositely moving sinusoidal gratings of the same spatial frequency) as visual stimuli. So they had an unambiguous auditory and an ambiguous visual stimulus while we used only unambiguous stimuli. One might infer that influencing ambiguous visual stimuli by an additional acoustic motion stimulus is more effective than influencing an unambiguous visual stimulus. In the former case the visual motion perception is biased by the auditory stimulus while in the latter case the visual motion detection is impaired/facilitated by the auditory motion direction.

Conclusion {#sec0125}
==========

We conclude that a congruence effect, or more precisely an incongruence effect, was present in the frequency-based configuration. Moreover, temporal asynchrony had an effect on acoustic spatial motion. The preceding (priming) auditory stimulus in the asynchronous condition induced an equalization of congruent and incongruent thresholds in both the spatial and the frequency-based configuration and diminished the congruence effect visible for the simultaneous condition. Cross-modal perception is a highly complex process currently not fully understood and we present results which are not in line with several previous studies casting doubts on the generality of the results of their studies.[@bib0355], [@bib0395], [@bib0560] One might infer that multimodal facilitation and congruence effects between the visual and acoustic domain differ between frequency-based and spatial acoustic motion. For spatial audiovisual integration asynchrony is an important factor while it is not for frequency- or pitch-based audiovisual integration. Only for pitch-based acoustic movement the congruence of motion direction of stimuli plays an essential role.

In the context of recovery from visual impairments and improvement of visual perception, multisensory integration and audio--visual interactions play an important role. In hearing-impaired people additional visual input significantly increases speech perception.[@bib0490] Additionally, cross-modal distraction is an indicator for hearing loss.[@bib0650] Similarly, it may be the case that cross-modal distraction for the visual domain might be an indicator for a visual deficit. Therefore, slight impairments in the visual system could be assessed by an audio--visual motion task in which deficits would become obvious when the influence of the auditory system over the visual system grows. This would mean that incongruent trials would mostly be answered based on auditory information and not on visual information and therefore would lead to false answers and an increased detection threshold. As this topic presents rather complex mechanisms, multisensory tests for improvement of visual functions should be selected and designed carefully and adapted to the need of the patient. Thus, in order to find an appropriate test, the mechanisms of audio--visual motion within different paradigms should be further clarified.
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